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The trend shows the numbers and potential numbers for Beurling Academy from Riverview Elementary and Verdun 
Elementary is not going down, but going up. 2018 had the biggest potential for growth, but (most likely) fear of 
Beurling no longer being a High School: presented in the media and proposed by the school board caused this 
substantial loss in potential growth.  
Future displacement will:  
Amount to:      446 over 7 years , 498 including 2018’s loss. 
Compared to:  142 in the last 7 years (before 2018). 

Percentage Loss from Riverview and Verdun for Beurling Academy 

Year 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

%loss 37% 37% 35% 44% 38% 44% 41% 43% 69%        

 #loss 26 20 17 26 20 24 16 19 52 57 59 64 66 56 68 76 

The proposal to improve and create a better community and education program is as follows... 

 Creative Consultant, Technical Director, Facilitator, Educator, former GB Parent Member 



There are 2 main goals: 
 

1. 20%-25% attrition rate would be ideal going forward, as well as better communication 
between the Elementary schools and Beurling, and the community at large to have a 
better pulse on what’s happening long before a problem arises. 

 
2. Create a program that promotes career skills, community literacy and activism for 

students at the High School, Elementary and community levels. 
 
To address point 1, there’s a need to form a new group that is not a GB or PPO, as these are 
siloed, or follow rules with make collaboration between schools at a community level inefficient, 
such as PC. This group would be made of members from these initiatives however, from all 
three schools in Verdun, as well as community centers such as Dawson. Information on student 
numbers as well as expectations would be discussed here, and this information would be 
transparent, as it’s the goal for all of us to succeed in the community. Dawson Community 
Center is mentioned because it also relies on students from Beurling to maintain its projects, 
and is the place where kids from Verdun and Riverview go.  
 
To address point 2, currently Beurling is proposing a more supportive learning program in its 
submission, while Riverview is proposing better growth in its Pre-K program for better feeder 
growth and sustainability. Marketing and Advertising, as it was mentioned in the Town Hall, are 
not the responsibility of the Board, but rather the community. The costs are wasted money that 
could better serve a learning experience. 
 
To bind this together, a program across Beurling, Verdun, Riverview, Dawson would be made. 
It’s focus... helping to build campaigns and advertising for the community and projects they feel 
passionate about, such as a shrinking Verdun Football team, or for social and environmental 
issues that affect the community and beyond. There’s no need to promote the schools in order 
to promote the schools, as helping out and being a visible presence online and in the 
community will do that on it’s own, by association. Resource sharing between schools will also 
help cross awareness between the schools themselves, helping with attrition in a very positive, 
organic way. 
 
Cost effectiveness is key, and have largely decentralized groups for parents, teachers, and 
community members, as well as one for students and community, will provide a more efficient 
system that doesn’t burden one specific group or school. 
 
As school boards become service centers a new paradigm needs to emerge, regardless of the 
school named in Major School Change. Verdun has a history of community, and in addressing 
education plans and numbers, interconnected schools are the future of all schools, by borough 
and expanding out, not by age, level or board.  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

 Creative Consultant, Technical Director, Facilitator, Educator, former GB Parent Member 
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